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 ‘I work on presence’, claims Didier Vermeiren, a statement that once saw him 
excluded from a collection of canonical artists’ writings on sculpture, as one of 
the editors insisted that sculpture could only ever be about absence.¹ Vermeiren’s 
exhibition at WIELS, featuring works from 1973 to 2022, affirms his key position in 
the history of sculpture and attests to his continued interest in presence. 

Vermeiren strictly applies the dialectic of presence and its counterpart, absence, 
and has done so in a continued and rigorous way over the last forty-five years. His 
work builds upon the modernist premise of reduction by removing all ‘decorum’ 
from art—all rhetoric, expression, embellishment—as well as the function of con-
ventional representation, in order to maintain only art’s elementary fundamentals.  
A claim for the timelessness of aesthetics seems to be inherent to the sculptural 
tradition in which Vermeiren inscribes his practice: that of the genuine and self- 
evident development of forms, materials, shapes, volumes, mass; the notion of 
situatedness or position. He builds upon this late-modernist vocabulary as one of 
the ways to fabricate models for presence. While influenced by minimalist sculp-
ture, which he encountered first-hand during his formative period in New York as 
a young artist, Vermeiren’s references are often classical. Indeed, he claims to have 
learned the history of sculpture backwards: Carl Andre showed him Brancusi, 
who showed him Rodin, which took him to Carpeaux, and then further back into 
the eighteenth century and beyond.² A recurrent reference is Rodin, not only for 
his sculptural practice but also for his use of photography in relation to the spaces 
of the studio and exhibition, and indeed for Rodin’s interest in reproduction as a 
creative process. However, Vermeiren is also influenced by Rodin’s contempo-
rary—and counterpart—Medardo Rosso, whose claim that ‘Nothing is material 
in space,’—because everything is space and therefore everything is relative—has 
profoundly shaped his thinking.³ 

Vermeiren’s work is never explicitly monumental in its ambitions or dimensions.⁴ 
However, his ‘empty bases’ precede by decennia the activist demands to remove 
certain sculptural representations from public space. His works do not make an 
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its title. Cadaureille: ‘The image was created from an existing work (one of his 
trolleys on wheels). Thanks to a double exposure, he presents the trolley upside 
down to create this confusion. The duplication that he could achieve by accumu-
lating a base on another base is thus reinvested within the photograph. He re-uses 
his gestures as a sculptor to create this image where the space is itself duplicated 
and turned upside down by presenting the floor as the ceiling.’⁸ The result, as 
Vermeiren himself puts it, is ‘a sculpture which does not exist in a place that does 
not exist.’⁹ Double Exposition refers, of course, to the photograph’s double expo-
sure—exposition in French—but which also translates as exhibition. By choosing 
it as his exhibition title, Vermeiren thus underscores the recurrent strategies of 
repetition, reversal, doubling and inversion that he explores in his work. It evokes 
the displacements of meaning, the mechanisms of exposure (whether photographic 
or public), and the process of exhibition.

argument in the discussions about instrumentalization or which representation is 
acceptable and to whom. Indeed, the motivations behind these (potentially) empty 
public plinths is far from the motivations behind Vermeiren’s work—which is more 
laudatory of aesthetic history than it is revisionary—yet both exhibit and question 
the symbolic power of empty space. Through absence, he arrests our perception 
on the base, on the fundamentals of what makes something into a specific form. 

Vermeiren began taking photographs of his exhibitions due to a dissatisfaction 
with how his work was being documented. However, photography soon became 
an integral part of his process, revealing how sculpture is not something fixed but 
something always in metamorphosis. Transferring a three-dimensional form into a 
two-dimensional image is a major transformation, which according to Vermeiren, 
might need many photographs to capture. He has been known to quote Garry 
Winogrand’s maxim ‘I photograph to see what the world looks like photographed’, 
to suggest that he photographs his sculptures to see how they will appear when 
photographed. For Vermeiren, photography is a key tool for sculpture: ‘The camera 
is a tool in the studio […] it’s a tool just like a hammer, a screwdriver or a saw.’⁵  
‘For an exhibition to succeed,’ he claims, ‘it needs to succeed in the interplay of 
levels and distances. The same is also true in photography.’⁶ 

In his WIELS exhibition, this interplay of levels is key to the installation of his 
works and goes hand in hand with a dynamic of echoes, rotations and reflec-
tions. Maintaining his commitment to timelessness, he has avoided a chronological 
installation or the grouping of works into specific periods, although certain ‘family 
members’ are shown together. This reveals the element of serial repetition in his 
work, with which late modernist, minimal and concrete art tried to dissolve the sol-
itary, single form into a pattern. Vermeiren employs seriality to indicate sculpture’s 
capacity for repetition by moulding, while at the same time stressing its potential 
to enhance the nature of a properly defined shape, texture or material. Indeed, the 
idea of the original in sculpture only gained prominence in art history with Cubism, 
before which the norm dictated that up to twelve casts of a sculpture could be 
considered to be ‘original’. 

The inconsistency of the notion of the original led Vermeiren to explore the 
double as a recurrent subject in his practice. In her essay “Didier Vermeiren: de la 
copie à l’œuvre,” Céline Cadaureille writes: ‘By turning the moulds over, he reveals 
the nature of the casts, and gives us a glimpse of the assembly of a plaster sculpture. 
In short, the artist exposes the reality of the production of a sculpture as well as 
its physical constraints. The moulding is then as much a means of reproduction as 
of production, it becomes the subject of the work.’⁷ Photography offers Vermeiren 
an extension of such an approach, reproducing the processes put in place by the 
casting techniques. 

Vermeiren has also employed photography to liberate sculpture from space, as 
can be seen in the photograph Double exposition (1990), which gives this exhibition 

1. The book was David Hulks, Alex Potts, and Jon Wood, 
eds., Modern Sculpture Reader (Leeds: Henry Moore Institute, 
2007). It was re-released in collaboration with the Cragg 
Foundation, Skulpturenpark Walfrieden, Wuppertal: Julia Kelly, 
and Jon Wood, eds., Contemporary Sculpture: Artists’ Writings 
and Interviews (Berlin: Hatje Cantz, 2019). This newer version 
included Vermeiren’s contribution, the transcript of a statement 
he made in the documentary 123 plans sur la sculpture de Didier 
Vermeiren (1988) by the artist and filmmaker Elsa Cayo.
2. Didier Vermeiren, cited from ‘Conversation between Didier 
Vermeiren and Michel Gauthier’ at Herbert Foundation, Ghent, 
9 May 2021 as part of the exhibition Distance Extended, Part I /  
1979–1997 (2021): https://herbertfoundation.org /fr/media/
video (accessed 10 March 2022). 
3. Margaret Scolari Barr, Medardo Rosso, exh. cat. Museum 
of Modern Art (New York, 1963), p. 9.
4. For an analysis of the monumental, see Bart Verschaffel, 
“The monumental: on the meaning of a form,” The Journal of 
Architecture, vol. 4 (1999), pp. 333–6. In relation to monumen-
tality, a revealing comparison can be made between Vermeiren’s 
work and that of Rachel Whiteread, who shares his explora-
tion of the sculptural ‘base’. Her temporary commission for 
London’s Trafalgar Square, Monument (2001), was—as its title 
attests—explicitly concerned with the form of the monumental, 
conceived for a public square that is a site of commemoration 
and consolidation: of identity, empire, power. It was the inverted, 
transparent cast in resin of the granite plinth on which it stood.  
In its inversion and superposition it replicates Vermeiren’s 

action in a number of his earlier works, such as his 1980 series 
Sculpture, in which he inverted store-bought plinths atop one 
another, creating a mirroring of form and material at the point 
of contact. It is possible that Vermeiren’s work directly influ-
enced Whiteread, who was certainly aware of his inverted plinth 
pieces. They both exhibited in the group exhibitions Einleuchten: 
Will, Vorstel & Simul in HH., curated by Harald Szeemann in 
1989 and Het Sublieme Gemis, curated by Bart Cassiman in 
1993 for Antwerp ’93.
5. Didier Vermeiren, cited from ‘Dialogue entre Didier 
Vermeiren et Margit Rowell’, at La Maison Rouge, Paris,  
20 September 2012: https://archives.lamaisonrouge.org /fr/
activites-detail/activites/dialogue-entre-didier-vermeiren- 
margit-rowell/ (accessed 3 April 2022).
6. Quote from the artist, studio visit with the authors, 2022, 
previously unpublished.
7. Céline Cadaureille, “Didier Vermeiren: de la copie à 
l’œuvre,” in Céline Cadaureille, and Anne Favier, eds., Copies, 
écarts et variations dans la création contemporaine (Paris: 
Hermann Éditeurs, 2020), pp. 44–5. Translation by the authors.
8. Ibid., p. 49. Translation by the authors.
9. ‘[une] sculpture qui n’existe pas dans un lieu qui n’existe 
pas’, Didier Vermeiren cited by Simon Duran, “La Libération 
de l’extériorité. La désorientation de l’espace et le projet de 
sculpture de Didier Vermeiren,” in Didier Vermeiren, exh. cat., 
Kunsthalle Zürich and Galerie nationale du Jeu de Paume 
(Zürich and Paris, 1995), p. 74. 
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In 2007, Didier Vermeiren took a photograph in his studio. In it we see the fol-
lowing: on the two visible sides of a black base—atop of which is positioned 
a plaster cast that combines modelling marks and the shape of a base—the 
sculptor has traced in chalk an outline resembling the plaster cast above (fig. 1).  
In other words, at this point in time the work as fixed by the photograph exhibits 
three bases: the sculpted base, the drawn base and the 
functional base. While this first attempt did not immediately 
lead to a work, this studio photo reveals that, from that 
date, the sculptor was searching for something that would 
find its accomplishment only several years later with the 
Open Cubes, the first of them dating from 2015 and the 
most recent from 2022. To understand what the 2007 pho-
tograph suggests and what the Open Cubes actually bring 
into being, one must recall the stages in which the base 
constructed its sculptural destiny in Vermeiren’s studio, in 
a process informed both by the Brancusian revolution and 
by the centuries-old history of sculpture and of its bases.

The first stage consists in converting the base into a 
sculpture by exempting it from its support function: on the 
base that has become a sculpture, no sculpture is placed. 
This first moment is in a way ‘American’ and has two phases. 
In 1978, Vermeiren reproduced the base on which, at MoMA 
in New York, a bronze Saint John the Baptist by Rodin is 
placed. For the conversion operation to be perceptible, it 
has first to make itself explicit. This is done through its title: Painted wood, 
1978, base in the Museum of Modern Art, New York, supporting St. John the 
Baptist Preaching by Auguste Rodin, bronze, 1878 (fig. 2). Five replicas of this 

BASES ALSO 
HAVE A HEART

MICHEL GAUTHIER

FIG. 2

Painted wood, 1978, base in the  
Museum of Modern Art, New York,  

supporting St. John the Baptist Preaching  
by August Rodin, bronze, 1878

FIG. 1

Studio view, 2007
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type were brought together in the middle of the next decade into a single work, 
Collection de solides (1978–85, fig. 3), a title which, now oblivious of their ori-
gins, confirms the sculptural nature of the five elements. The year preceding 
the constitution of the Collection, the operation begun in 1978 took a remark-
able turn. This time, the replica of the museum base borrows its material from 

the sculpture placed on the replicated base: Plâtre, 1984, 
socle du musée Rodin, Meudon, supportant le saint Jean-
Baptiste, plâtre, 1878 (fig. 4). The first base-sculpture  
was in wood, like its model in the New York museum. The 
1984 base-sculpture is in plaster, like Rodin’s sculpture 
and not like its base, which is in wood. Here the artist’s 
signature in the plaster witnesses the sculptural sublima-
tion of the base. The two works, Plâtre, 1988, socle du 
musée Rodin, Meudon, supportant le monument à Claude 
Lorrain, étude du peintre nu, plâtre, 1890 and Plâtre, 1988, 
socle du musée Rodin, Meudon, supportant le monument 
à Claude Lorrain, étude du peintre vêtu, plâtre, 1890  
(pp. 40–41)—presented in the Double Exposition exhi-

bition at WIELS—belong to this group of works in which, in a subtle dialectic, 
the sculpture by Rodin, Canova or Carpeaux placed on the base which served 
as a model for Vermeiren is both absent and present.

Between the two phases of this first stage, Vermeiren experimented with a 
second method of converting the base into a sculpture. To become a sculpture, 
the base behaves like a sculpture by taking its place on a base. In 1980, Vermeiren 
presented several sculptures, each composed of two identical bases like those 
sold by museum suppliers, the upper element placed upside 
down to fit perfectly with the lower element (fig. 5). In the first 
half of the 1980s, Vermeiren made about twenty sculptures of 
this type, using ready-made bases. From 1985, this strategy 
of converting the base into a sculpture resorts to the means 
of the former: the two bases placed one on the other are 
replicas of museum pedestals and take their material from the 
sculpture (by Rodin or another sculptor) placed on the base 
reproduced by Vermeiren. Adam (1986) stacks two plaster 
replicas of the wooden base on which Rodin’s Adam is posi-
tioned in the Meudon museum. 

The third option for the sculptural conversion of the base 
consists in showing that the base has become a sculpture by 
exhibiting the instruments of its manufacture. L’homme qui 
marche (1984, fig. 6) is composed of two elements: the plaster 
replica of the base of the Rodin Museum in Meudon which 

FIG. 4

Plâtre, 1984, socle du musée Rodin, Meudon, 
supportant le saint Jean-Baptiste, plâtre, 1878

FIG. 3

Collection de solides, 1978–85

FIG. 5

Sculpture, 1981
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supports the plaster cast L’homme qui marche; and, placed on this replica base, 
the mould, the negative, which served to produce it. The base, although in plas-
ter, returns to its support function, though no longer the support of its double 

but of the instrument of its production, which proves its 
sculptural status. In doing so, Vermeiren introduces the 
hollow, the void into his sculpture. The experience of the 
negative will of course be different depending on whether 
the mould is laid out flat, as in L’homme qui marche, or on 
its the side, as in Monument à Victor Hugo (1991). In some 
instances, for example Adam (1995, fig. 7), the mould is 
presented disassembled into five elements which are 
stacked on its positive. What the work gains thereby in 
meta-processual dimension, it loses in foregoing the neg-
ativity of the negative. With Groupe (L’Appel aux armes) 
(1999, p. 83), another procedure is used: three identical 
positives turn in on themselves like a glove, so that their 

armature is now visible on their external faces, making absolutely explicit that 
this is indeed sculpture. Moreover, with this reversal, and because of this arma-
ture which makes any horizontal standing impossible, the trio gains a dancing 
life, in a choreography of see-saw and obliques.

Vermeiren has a fourth method of converting the base into a sculpture: giving 
it the appearance of a sculpture. This is demonstrated in the key work Socles 

(2008, fig. 8). On a three-part wooden base is placed a pat-
inated plaster cast combining the parallelepipedal shape of a 
base, with its characteristic plinth, and the visible marks of its 
modelling. In this way, the eye perceives a base and a sculp-
ture at the same time. This perspective required Vermeiren 
to open his language to a form of expressiveness, it being 
understood that here it is not the psyche that expresses itself 
but the sculpture. One of the first bases replicated was that 
of a sculpture by John Chamberlain, Sweet William (1962, 
LACMA, Los Angeles), an artist who knew how to practice 
a kind of abstract expressionism which exalts sculpture as 
such, such expressiveness having hitherto been foreign to 
Vermeiren’s work. The Solides plastiques of the late 1990s—
slices of clay fallen onto a wooden base—then the Solides 
géométriques of the beginning of the following decade, with 
which the clusters of Solides plastiques are erected into an 

approximate and animated cube, had given the artist the formal means to pro-
duce a base that immediately stands out as a sculpture. It was important for 
the plaster base placed on its wooden base to evoke more Lucio Fontana’s 

FIG. 6

L’homme qui marche, 1984

FIG. 7

Adam, 1995

FIG. 8

Socles, 2008 — Solide géométrique #12, 2007
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Ceramica spaziale (49-CS.6) (1949)—a tormented black cube—than a Donald 
Judd parallelepiped, in order to make its sculptural mutation explicit. This was 
necessary for its sculptural conversion to be celebrated by 
Monument utile #2 (2015, fig. 9). At the top of its pedestal, 
more than 3 metres above ground, the sculptural coronation 
of the base is definitively consummated. 

Releasing the base from its support function and endowing 
it with the material of the sculpture; lending it the assistance of 
a base; requiring that it display the instrument, typically sculp-
tural, of its creation; or confering on it the sensory appear-
ance of a sculpture: these are the four ways Vermeiren’s work 
has converted the base into a sculpture. And in 2007, in a 
moment when the pure happiness of creation was experi-
enced, with the work, totally indeterminate, not yet deprived 
as it would soon be of all its potentialities, the sculptor took a 
piece of chalk and traced on several sides of a black cube the 
contours of a plaster cast placed on top of it, half-sculpture 
and half-base, similar to the one that would soon appear in 
Socles. Without being aware of it, Vermeiren had just given birth to the Open 
Cubes, a decisive episode in his work, even if the first cube was not produced 
until eight years later, just when the Monument utile closed the sequence of the 
sculptural conversion of the base, thereby proving its usefulness. 

Open Cube #0 (2015, fig. 10), in red, gave specific mean-
ing to the 2007 first studio attempt, the chalk outlining 
what would later be cut away. Five of the six sides of Open 
Cube #0 indeed have holes in them. No one opening is iden-
tical to another: each picks up the outline of one of the five 
corresponding sides of the white upper element of Solide 
géométrique #2 (2003, fig. 11), an agglomerate in glazed ter-
racotta of multiple pieces of clay, imperfectly cubic and irreg-
ular. In short, a sculpture is present inside the cube although 
absent from it. Physically, the white element of Solide géo-
métrique #2 could neither enter nor leave the Open Cube 
since it lacks two identical sides and each of the cut-outs of 
the cube only fits one of them. The eye, passing horizontally 
through the cube, encounters an immaterial solid, a sculpture 
of air, like the column of air that appears in the exact vertical 
extension of a sculpture in the photograph entitled Vision 
lente, Adam (1995, p. 49), or the parallelepipeds of air that 

the trolleys have, since 1985, put on wheels. And is it not permissible to suggest 
that this sculpture in negative is now in its base, insofar as the dimensions of 

FIG. 9

Monument utile #2, 2015

FIG. 10

Open Cube #0, 2015

FIG. 11

Solide géométrique #2, 2003
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Open Cube #0 are equivalent to those of the black base on which is placed the 
glazed terracotta element of Solide géométrique #2? 

The following Open Cubes propose variations on the 
same principle: the number of openings varies—from one 
to six—as does their position—those of Open Cubes #6 
and #7 (2016, pp. 118–119) being located, more strangely, 
in the corners. On two sides of the eighth Cube, a chalk 
drawing reappears like the one shown in the 2007 pho-
tograph. In total, this first group of Open Cubes, even if 
cultivating a relationship with the bases of the Solides géo-
métriques—the ghosts of which they shelter—is mainly 
about the motif of the void, of the negative that the use 
of moulds introduced into Vermeiren’s sculpture from the  
mid-1980s onwards.

With Open Cube #9 (2020, fig. 14), the series experi-
ences a decisive development. The cube, painted black, is 
open on its upper side. The cut made follows the contour not 
of the top but the bottom of a plaster cast identical to that 
of Socles. And now the inside of the cube is not vacant, it is 

occupied by the plaster cast in question. This time, the sculpture is really at the 
heart of the base. The latter has literally absorbed the former. In this way it has 
turned into a reliquary. However, Vermeiren does not stop 
here. With Open Cube #10 (2020, fig. 12), the cube functions 
for the first time as an effective base: a plaster cast is placed 
on it. As in Open Cube #9, this plaster cast is the brother 
of Socles—that is, a plaster cast having the shape of a base 
and at the same time displaying the marks of the genuinely 
sculptural work of which it is the result. While serving as a 
support, the cube, black on the outside and unpainted on the 
inside, is nonetheless open on its four vertical sides. These 
openings repeat the outlines of the four corresponding sides 
of a plaster cast placed inside and identical to the one placed 
on the cube. Double exposure: the sculpture-base is in and 
on the cube, the latter being both a base and a reliquary. With 
Open Cube #11 (2021, fig. 13), the sculpture-base placed on 
the unpainted wooden cube is black and the four openings 
made on the vertical sides show an empty black interior. The 
chromatic identicality of the inside walls of the cube and the 
plaster cast placed on it creates the feeling that this plaster cast comes from 
the cube, the latter thus appearing as a negative. In works combining a positive 
and a negative, such as L’homme qui marche, Vermeiren was already playing on 

FIG. 14

Open Cube #9, 2020

FIG. 12

Open Cube #10, 2020

FIG. 13

Open Cube #11, 2021
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the tension between full and empty. In this case, the game takes on an additional 
dimension. A sculpture-base has its perceptual negative in the base on which 
it is placed. In this way, the base appears less like an exhibition accessory than 

a matrix—herein lies the great success of this work, the 
promise of which was fleetingly sketched out in the 2007 
studio. From then on, it is less a conversion of the base into 
a sculpture than the generation of the sculpture from the 
base. With Open Cube #12 (2022, fig. 15), the sculpture 
can return to its matrix. Both are black, forming a unity that 
only the views of the surrounding space provided by the five 
openings can momentarily dissociate.

In 1987, in the exhibition devoted to him at the Villa 
Arson (Nice), Vermeiren photographed the aforementioned 
Collection de solides. The silver print produced retains the 
inverted values of the negative, transforming the five rep-
lica bases into somewhat ghostly solids. This effect was fur-
ther accentuated by a 2013 print that has been toned blue 
by adding iron at the development stage (p. 31), this image 
now being an integral part of Collection de solides. Open 
Cube #11—this black plaster cast on a cube, whose four 
large openings display a void that looks like the negative of 

the plaster above—offers, in its own way, another version of the couple con-
stituted by the five solids and their photographic image. But here the base that 
has become a sculpture in its own right does not externalize its negative in a 
photograph. It is in its very heart that the negative of the plaster cast which it 
supports is housed. With such a piece, a triad goes beyond the duality that has 
hitherto dominated Vermeiren’s work: a positive and a negative, full and empty, 
to be sure; but, also, a strange solid with holes in it, a new sign of the algebra 
that serves to pose the sculptural equation.

FIG. 15

Open Cube #12, 2022

FIG. 16

Studio, 2007
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Studio, 1986 25



Sculpture, 1982 Sculpture, 198226 27



Moment #3, 2018 29



Collection de solides, Palais des Beaux-Arts, Brussels, 1987 Villa Arson, Nice, 198730 31



Studio, rue Jean d’Ardenne, 1978 33



Une plaque de fer de 80 × 80 × 20 cm sur un bloc de polyuréthane de 80 × 80 × 20 cm, 1977 35



Un bloc de plâtre de 80 × 80 × 20 cm sur un bloc de polyuréthane de 80 × 80 × 20 cm, 1986 Grès, 1985, socle du musée Rodin, Meudon, supportant Jean d’Aire, grès, 1900 36 37



Ugolin, 1997 — Cariatide à l’urne, 1996 Un bloc de pierre de 80 × 80 × 20 cm sur un bloc de polyuréthane de 80 × 80 × 20 cm, 198538 39



Plâtre, 1988, socle du musée Rodin, Meudon, supportant le monument à Claude Lorrain, 
étude du peintre vêtu, plâtre, 1890

Plâtre, 1988, socle du musée Rodin, Meudon, supportant le monument à Claude Lorrain, 
étude du peintre nu, plâtre, 1890
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Studio view, 1985 43



Studio view, 1985 45



Studio, Adam, 1995 Plâtre, 1985, socle du musée Rodin, Meudon, supportant Adam, plâtre, 188046 47



Vision lente, Adam, 1995 49



Studio view, 2007 Solide géométrique #9, 200650 51



Modèle #1, 1999 53



Terrasse #2, 2014 55



Solide géométrique #2, 2003 — Solide géométrique #15, 2010 Solide géométrique #14 — Solide géométrique #13, 201056 57



Terrasse #1, 2010 Place, 200058 59



Studio, Sans titre, 1992 (front) 61



Studio, Sans titre, 1992 (back)Studio, Sans titre, 1992 (profile)62 63



Studio view, 1992 Didier Vermeiren working on Sans titre, 199264 65



Studio, 1998 (Sans titre, 1997) 67



Armature #2 (toile de jute), 1988–97Armature #1 (fibre de verre), 1988–9768 69



Sans titre, 1991 71



Krefeld, 1994 Studio view, 199272 73



Place, 1994 75



Studio view, 1989Studio view, 198976 77



Creugas, 1995Damoxenos, 199578 79



Bacchanale, 1994 81



Groupe (L’Appel aux armes), 1999 83



Cariatide à l’urne, 1996 85



Exhibition view, GAS, Bordeaux, 1993 (L’Appel aux armes, 1992) 87



Profils #9 — Profils #14, Cariatide à la pierre, 1998Profils #7 — Profils #6, Cariatide à la pierre, 199888 89



Profils, Monument à Victor Hugo, 1998 91



Studio, Chancay vase, 1999 93



Cariatide à la pierre, 1997 95



Bacchanale, 1994 97



Solide géométrique #5, 2004 99



Solides géométriques, studio, 2005100 101



Solide géométrique #1, 2003 103



Solides géométriques, studio, 2005 105



Solide géométrique #2, 2003 107



Open Cube #8 before cut-out, 2019 109



Studio view, 2019 Open Cube #8, 2019110 111



Open Cube #0, 2015 113



Open Cube #2, 2015 115



Open Cube #4, 2016 Open Cube #3, 2016116 117



Open Cube #6, 2016 Open Cube #7, 2016118 119



Open Cubes, studio, 2016Open Cube #5, 2016 121120



Équivalent #2, 2016 123



Open Cube #13, 2019, work in progress 125



Open Cube #13, 2019 127



L’Atelier à quatre heures du matin, 1995 129



It was a sculptor, then grappling with refounding his discipline and doubting the 
validity of his own practice, who expressed himself in these harsh words. Sculpture 
did not, however, die in 1945, and while it has since undergone profound changes 
and questionings, it still exists, stubbornly present. The work of Didier Vermeiren 
who, patiently and obstinately, has been deconstructing and recombining the 
components of his sculpture since the early 1970s, is ample proof of this. With a 
rare constancy, and at a parsimonious but sustained rhythm, Vermeiren seeks, in 
his words, not new forms but ‘the right place for forms’. In this vast undertaking 
of meticulous and subtle analysis, of displacement and relocation, photography 
plays an important role—but which one, precisely?

Photography has been present in almost every one of the artist’s exhibitions 
since that of 1990 at the Bonnefantenmuseum in Maastricht. In catalogues and 
monographic publications, it is subject to the most rigorous adjustments; in the 
studio it populates the plan chests, the hard disks, the filing cabinets and the 
walls; in the private sphere, it becomes an object of collection and scholarly 
conversation. It even slips into the titles, always programmatic, of the exhibitions, 
the most recent, Double Exposition (the French word exposition translating as 
both ‘exhibition’ and ‘exposure’) alluding as much to the exhibition’s being held 
on two floors at WIELS as to a photographic work which literally places the 
sculpture upside down, by means of the double exposure of one negative (fig. 1). 
Photography is everywhere, all the time. Not surprising for a sculptor, one might 
say: the story of the tumultuous and passionate relationship between sculpture 

Sculpture remains what it is: a dead language (…). It serves no purpose to defend 
sculpture emphatically, in the name of ‘noble antiquity’, nor to accuse the public of 
ignorance because of its lack of interest. Nothing justifies the survival of sculpture 
in the modern world.

— arturo Martini, La scultura lingua morta (1945)¹

PRÉCIS OF DECOMPOSITION
Photography in Didier Vermeiren’s work

SUSANA GÁLLEGO CUESTA

FIG. 1

Double exposition, 1988
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and photography runs from the mid-nineteenth century right up to the present 
day. Since the invention of photography in 1839, having one’s works photographed 
has become a must for any artist concerned about his or her posterity. But it 
quickly became apparent to sculptors that the new technique could turn out 
very disappointingly if not handled with skill. The case of Auguste Rodin is a text-
book example: he never photographed anything in person but surrounded himself 
throughout his life with a veritable army of photographers, renowned special-
ist practitioners whom he employed (Gaudenzio Marconi, Karl Bodmer, Victor 
Pannelier…) and then quickly shaped in his own image (for example, to the point 
of signing certain prints by Eugène Druet with his own name).² His successors 
pushed their photographic involvement as far as personal and physical invest-
ment: Antoine Bourdelle, Raymond Duchamp-Villon, David Smith, Henry Moore 
and others became themselves photographers of their works.³ The most remark-
able case is undoubtedly that of Constantin Brancusi who, dissatisfied with the 
reproductions that professionals made of his pieces, asked Man Ray to train him 
in photography and embarked on a large-scale undertaking of photographing his 
own works. In the Romanian artist’s studio, photography became over the years 
not only an archive, but also a field of truly sculptural experimentation, then a real 
laboratory allowing the volumes and their presentation to live and evolve.⁴ For all 
these artists, photography plays a reflective role and sometimes takes the place 
of an inner conversation. This does not prevent professional photographers from 
devoting their efforts to reproducing the work of others: Marc Vaux, for example, 
was one of the operators most recognized and admired by the sculptors, male 

and female, of his day for the accuracy of his work and his 
keen understanding of the issues that concerned them.⁵ An 
attentive observer of the photographic work of the sculp-
tors who preceded him, as well as a lover of sculpture 
photography in general (a genre in its own right, as the 
reader will have understood), Didier Vermeiren has inher-
ited these historically meaningful practices. Like Rodin, he 
is extremely attentive to the way his works are reproduced 
and distributed, composing his catalogues as rigorously as 
he produces his prints. Like Brancusi, he became a pho-
tographer to prevent the flaws he perceived in the repro-
ductions made by others, which betrayed his works. But 

simply resituating Vermeiren’s photographic practice in the long conversation 
between volume and image fails to grasp its specific complexity.

It suffices to retrace the artist’s first steps in the field to realize that his rela-
tionship to the medium is far from unequivocal. According to the artist’s account, 
his first photograph, using a borrowed camera, dates back to 1973, and was the 
immortalization of Neuf mesures de terre (fig. 2). Purchasing his own camera in 

FIG. 2

Neuf mesures de terre, 1973

FIG. 3

Archives, MoMA – Atelier, Brooklyn, 1978
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1977, he used it to take visual notes that would enable him to measure, check 
and remake the bases of emblematic works in the history of sculpture that he 
saw in museums in New York and in Los Angeles, such as Auguste Rodin’s Saint 

Jean-Baptiste or John Chamberlain’s Sweet William, and 
so produce his first reappropriations. Thus were born the  
five bases which served a few years later to compose 
Collection de solides, a work that the artist dates 1978–85 
as if to indicate the lapse of time necessary for the matura-
tion of the finished form. As all the critics and connoisseurs 
of Vermeiren’s work remark, it is Collection de solides 
which, photographed at the Villa Arson in Nice in 1987, 
gave rise to the first photographic work as such (fig. 5).⁶ 
This is a sort of return to sender: the taking of photo-
graphic notes from 1978–79 sediments in the archives and 
nourishes the volume of the sculptures, only to reappear 

in two-dimensional form and become a work in its own right. The printing of 
the negative image plays a crucial role in this empowerment: the permutation 
of values, one of the recurring processes of Vermeiren’s plastic thought and 
implemented here, allows the plastic object to change status. From there on, it 
has been said that the sculptor produces images according to two regimes, one 
purely documentary, the other more experimental.

While this would respect the traditional and reassuring separation between 
the archive and the work, it would voluntarily ignore the manipulations, shifts 
and incessant reassessments to which Vermeiren subjects his own images, the 
processes of return and analysis which, moreover, form the basis of the artist’s 
research. Nearly forty years after the ‘first photograph’, his—to put it mildly—
confusing use of the image could be understood dialectically, 
as being organized not in two but in three main categories: 
document, recreation, work. In the documents, we find the 
photographic notes, which cover as much the American 
slides of 1978 and 1979 as the contemporary studio shots. In 
the works, we can place the photographic artworks, recog-
nizable by the fact that they are exhibited, but also what 
could be called ‘potential photographs’, that is all the works 
at the potential stage in the artist’s archives (who regularly 
immerses himself in his images to advance in his reflection). 
Between these two groups lies a seemingly innocuous cate-
gory of photographs, but one which appears to play an essen-
tial role of transformer and intermediary between the other 
two: recreations, whether works from the Cayo-Vermeiren 
collection (which the artist did not shoot himself but which 

FIG. 4

Archives #3, LACMA – Atelier, Los Angeles, 1979

FIG. 5

Villa Arson, Nice, 1987

FIG. 6

Studio, work in progress, 2019
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serve him as food for thought) or the visual games in which he at times indulges: 
rare collages of objects next to each other (like this negative view of the studio 
rephotographed with a Chancay ceramic in front, p. 93); or objects on top of 
each other (such as the series reproducing a trolley in which 
hessian or fiberglass was pasted onto the print, pp. 68–69); 
dressing polyhedrons with tulle (fig. 8); depositing sawdust on 
the black background of an Open Cube under construction in 
2016, which becomes an Equivalent by the grace of photog- 
raphy (p. 123).⁷ 

L’Atelier à quatre heures du matin (p. 129) condenses into 
a single image the different forms of Vermeiren’s photogra-
phy: document, since we have there an X-ray of the objects in 
space at a given time; but also recreation, since the homage to 
Alberto Giacometti’s The Palace at 4 a.m. is as much a mental 
note as a way of introducing daydreaming into the workplace; 
and finally a work (à la Brancusi, one might say), which, by 
arranging pieces and artefacts together in the studio, gives 
birth, by the grace of silver salts, to a meta-sculpture.

This attempt at an analytical typology does not claim to 
exhaust the richness of Vermeiren’s photographic adventure, but nevertheless 
aims to highlight how the conversation between image and volume is incessant 
and pregnant with fundamental suggestions in the artist’s work. The rigour with 
which he explores the possibilities of volume is the same rigour with which he 
observes and reconsiders the suggestions of the images he creates. And it is 
probably through having developed a skilfully mastered method of decomposi-

tion that he succeeds in making chance—that of a falling 
lump of clay or that of the overexposure of a negative—
bear fruit. In the film Obstacle au mouvement, for which 
Elsa Cayo, a lifelong accomplice, had him install an ad hoc 
exhibition in his studio for the camera lens only, we see 
Vermeiren cycling between his works.⁸ This moment full 
of grace crystallizes with humour all the statements that 
the artist’s works elaborate on the context and the gaze. 
By putting the gaze into a physical context and making 
explicit the place of the body, of bodies, always implicit in 
Vermeiren’s work, Cayo shows us how his sculpture is a 
methodology of looking. In this system, photography would 
appear to be the discourse of the method.

1. Arturo Martini, “La scultura lingua morta” in Elena 
Pontiggia, ed., Arturo Martini: La Scultura Lingua Morta e Altri 
Scritti (Milan: Abscondita, 2001), pp. 48–9. Translation by the 
authors.
2. See Rainer Michael Mason, and Hélène Pinet, eds., Pyg- 
malion photographe. La sculpture devant la caméra, 1844–1936 
(Geneva: Musée d’Art et d’Histoire, 1985).
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Didier Vermeiren’s collection.
4. See Quentin Bajac, Clément Chéroux, and Philippe-Alain 
Michaud, eds., Brancusi, film, photographie. Images sans fin 
(Paris: Le Point du Jour/Centre Pompidou, 2011).
5. Admired by his contemporaries but also today: for Didier 
Vermeiren, who collects his prints, Marc Vaux is unquestion- 
ably the best sculpture photographer ever. In relation to Vaux’s 
importance to female sculptors of his time, it is worth not-
ing that the photographs of the works of Chana Orloff form 
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6. Among others, Erik Verhagen, “Endogène/Exogène. Les 
signes suspendus de Didier Vermeiren,” in Didier Vermeiren. 
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(Paris, 2005), p. 23.
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less, the connections between still-image and moving-image in 
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FIG. 7

Studio, work in progress, 2019

FIG. 8

Étude pour la pierre au voile #9, 2015

FIG. 9

Film still from Obstacle au mouvement.
Didier Vermeiren, sculptures et photographies, Elsa Cayo, 1994–98
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